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Abstract

This research study looks at tourism and investigates the standards of sustainability and sustainable tourism offering in two different tourist destinations. The study provides a comparison between the two destinations in terms of sustainable tourism procedures and standards. The two destinations that this comparative study will focus on are Amman and Cardiff.

Research for the project included conducting interviews and a focus group. Both the interviews and focus group were found the most suitable methods to use when collecting the primary research needed to allow the researcher to achieve the aim and objectives of the project and gather in-depth information. Both the interviews and focus group featured the opinions, views and experiences of people who are very knowledgeable in the tourism industry and are aware, familiar and have visited both destinations. The information collected from the interviews and focus group helped the researcher with understanding the different standards of sustainability available in Amman and Cardiff which allowed the researcher to create a comparison between the two destinations. With the collection of primary data required for the study the three pillars of sustainability model was used by the researcher to ensure that the main aspects of sustainability are covered in both the interviews and focus group.

After analysing all the data collected, the researcher identified main themes and issues that were found. The researcher also made recommendations to address the issue of tourism and how sustainable tourism can be developed in Amman and Cardiff in addition to recommendations for further research.

By undertaking this project, the researcher hopes that the findings of the study can contribute to the increase in awareness of sustainability and sustainable tourism.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Introduction
This project aims to investigate the different standards of sustainability and sustainable tourism procedures and how they differ from one destination to another. Sustainable is defined as 'Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment and host communities' (UNWTO, 2005). The researcher has chosen to look at the tourism industry and sustainable tourism of Jordan and the UK with a focus on Amman and Cardiff. The researcher will look at current sustainable tourism procedures that both destinations have in place and evaluate their effectiveness for both Amman and Cardiff develop their tourism more sustainably.

The researcher chose to base their research study on sustainable tourism due to personal interest and intention to improve knowledge and learn more about the topic. The study will be based on two different destinations Amman and Cardiff also due to researcher interest and familiarity of both destinations. With the choice of two completely different destinations this will make the research project more interesting as each country will have different ways in operating, sustaining and developing its tourism industry. The researcher is undertaking this research project with the intention of contributing to exiting research on sustainable tourism but also can be used by others to develop further and build on the topic.

1.2 Tourism Industry and Sustainable Tourism
Tourism is defined as 'all the activities of people travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for leisure, business or other purposes for not more than one consecutive year' (Go2hr, 2016). With the tourism industry being described as one of the fastest growing industries in the world by the UNWTO. The industry has seen massive growth over the years which has lead the tourism industry to become one of the most dynamic industries in the world and one of the most adaptable industries in terms of as adapting to technological changes, product innovation and new markets (Edgell, 2016, 4). It is important that the tourism industry can adapt to changes and continuous changing demands of tourists as tourist satisfaction is the focus of every tourism provider. However, with the continuous growth of the tourism industry it is vital that the industry is well managed to benefit from the
growth and maximise the positive impacts as consequences of tourism frequently becoming more complex.

From the definition of sustainable tourism, it suggests that sustainable tourism is all about preserving resources and considering environmental, cultural and social factors when travelling. Sustainable tourism allows the meeting of current generations needs without effecting the ability of future generations to meet their needs and providing them with the ability to use the same resources. Therefore, sustainable tourism is becoming a more important and is essential that the environmental resources and other recourse are protected for the present and future generations. ‘Managing sustainable tourism in today’s world adds an important dimension to the growth of tourism’ (Edgell, 2016, 4). This quote suggests how important it is to develop sustainable tourism as it helps with the growth of the industry but also it is an important aspect to develop as now more than ever people becoming more aware and are more concerned with the consequences of their actions when travelling.

1.3 Amman
Amman is the capital and most popular city of Jordan. Amman is an appealing city and a major tourist attraction offering a wide variety of attractions, entertainment and many other facilities to its tourists. The tourism industry is one Jordan’s major industries and is considered the second fastest growing industry (Jitoa, 2010). Being the second industry, the tourism industry is a major source of income to the city being a significant contributor to the economic growth and creating job opportunities.

According to the World Atlas in 2013, Amman was ranked the fifth most visited city in the Middle East with 3.9 million international tourist arrivals. The World Travel & Tourism Council reported that in 2014 the direct contribution of the tourism industry to Jordan’s gross domestic product (GDP) was JOD1,576.7 million making it account for 6.2% of the country’s total GDP. It was also noted that in 2014 the industry accounted for 20% of total employment supporting 310,000 jobs. Amman is a growing tourist destination with many development plans and strategies to help Amman be more established and more appealing to a greater number of tourists. The Jordanian ministry of tourism values the industry and are continually developing and promoting Amman as a developing destination.

1.4 Cardiff
Cardiff is Wales’ capital and largest city situated in South Wales on the Western side of Great Britain. Cardiff is a very accessible city with great air, road and rail links (Visit Cardiff, 2016).
With the great transport links and the cities distinctive character making Cardiff an appealing destination to many tourists.

\[\text{Figure 1: Location of Cardiff (Visit Cardiff, 2016).}\]

‘Cardiff is the most important tourism and visitor destination in Wales in terms of reputation, profile and impact’ (City of Cardiff council, 2015). Cardiff is a destination that offers tourists a wide range of facilities and attractions ranging from unique attractions, cultural and heritage attractions to entertainment and shopping facilities and many more. The city of Cardiff council 2015, stated that the tourism is a vital industry to the Welsh and Cardiff economy supporting 31,000 direct and indirect jobs making Cardiff account for 50% of the total share of tourism revenue. Cardiff is an emerging destination and its tourism industry is expected to grow. A five-year tourism strategy and action plan created by the Cardiff Council in the year 2015 which is currently ongoing to help develop Cardiff’s tourism industry and enhance the appeal of Cardiff to all types of visitors by the year 2020.

1.5 Research Problem
With the growth and development of the tourism industry, development projects have been focusing on the maximisation of profit for tourism businesses and providers and disregarding the impacts of the industry’s fast growth, development and effect on destinations. However, with the development of sustainable tourism this will allow for further growth of the industry but also can control and reduce the impacts of the industry on different aspects including environmental, social and the economy of tourist destinations.

Therefore, this research project focuses on reviewing and assessing the current standards of sustainability and sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff and how they can be developed further to satisfy tourist needs but also reduce negative impacts caused by the industry.
1.6 Research Proposal
Through this study, the researcher will investigate tourism and sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff. The researcher will be looking at current sustainable tourism procedures and their impact on both destinations. This research project will consist of both primary and secondary research.

The primary research will involve conducting in depth semi structured interviews with tourism experts and focus group for people who have visited and are familiar with both destinations. Both the interview and focus group will allow for discussion and in-depth data collection. Questions asked in both the interviews and focus group will help towards answering the research question and will help to discover current standards and sustainable tourism offering in Amman and Cardiff. Secondary data collection will mostly involve researching and collecting current literature and theory on tourism and sustainable tourism development. Secondary data will be collected through various methods including books, journal articles, internet websites such as government websites and tourism models including the use of the three pillars of sustainability model. The use of both of primary and secondary research this will allow the researcher to gather more information on the topic and gain more in depth information on sustainable tourism.

1.7 Research Aims and Objectives
The researcher has set aims and objectives to help with the completion of this research project. With clear set aims and objectives this will help set boundaries of the research project to have a clear focus on what needs to be achieved. The main aim and objectives of this project are as shown below;

Aim:

The aim of this research project is to discover the different standards of sustainability and sustainable tourism that Jordan and the UK have in place.

Objectives:

To achieve the specified aim, it will be necessary for the researcher to:

1. To critically review the literature of sustainable tourism in Jordan and the UK.
2. To investigate what sustainable procedures and standards Amman and Cardiff already have in place, by conducting semi-structured interviews with sustainability experts from both destinations.
3. Assess the impact of sustainability on both destinations and tourists by using qualitative data.

4. To make recommendations based on findings for Amman and Cardiff in terms of how to improve and develop sustainable tourism more sustainably.

1.8 Summary
In this chapter, the researcher has justified the choice of the research topic. This chapter also includes the aim and objectives of the study which has been set by the researcher and aims to achieve when carrying out the and by the completion of the project.

The next chapter is the literature review which will discuss the literature on tourism and the development of sustainable tourism, also including literature on both destinations and their tourism industry. The researcher will also present a model which will be used to help with the collection of primary research.
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2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
This chapter evaluates the current state of the tourism industry focusing on sustainable tourism by reviewing a wide range of relevant literature ranging from books and websites. This chapter begins by overviewing the Tourism industry and its impacts on tourism destinations. Next the researcher will look at sustainable tourism and its development throughout the years. Finally, the researcher will review the current situation of tourism and sustainable tourism in both Amman and Cardiff.

2.2 Tourism Industry
Tourism has come a long way from being considered an activity only for the wealthy. Over the years, the tourism industry has experienced a rapid growth making the industry one of the fastest growing industries in the world. As well as being known as one of the fastest growing industries the travel and tourism industry is also considered and known to be one of the largest industries in the world. With the massive growth and the size of today’s tourism industry, the tourism industry contributes directly and indirectly to the gross domestic profit (GDP). The World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) 2016, reported that the industry accounts for 10% of the world’s total GDP and 1 in eleven jobs allowing the tourism industry to generate US$ 1.5 trillion in export earnings. France (1997) suggests that the size and importance of the tourism industry is measured in terms of its values, in terms of creating employment opportunities and helping countries develop and other values that the sector brings to the destination.

Tourism in today’s generation has become a significant economic activity and is an activity that many people take part in for various reasons including leisure, business, sports, medical purposes and many more (Gartner and Lime, 2000, 225). Today with the development of the industry, and the development of new trends and niche markets tourism has become an activity that appeals and attracts to all different age groups and people with different lifestyles and interests.

Nilanjan (2015) specified that the tourism industry brings many benefits to tourist destinations in terms of economic, social and cultural benefits. Some of these benefits include employment opportunities, improved well-being of the destination, economic benefits and many more which makes the tourism industry valued and one of the main industries to some destinations. As well as bringing economic benefits for destinations, the industry also benefits
other industries such as accommodation providers, transport providers, and entertainment facilities and venues. However, with the great growth and demand for the industry and as well as bringing destinations positive impacts, it has brought many negative impacts and in some cases the tourism industry of destinations has declined since they are unable to cope with the huge demand of tourists and protect their resources. Therefore, tourism needs to be managed effectively for the industry to be successful and beneficial rather than bringing negative impacts to tourist destinations (Page, 2014, 6).

The growth of the industry and the continuous entry of new products and services and rising new trends has also lead to increased competition between destinations and tourism organisations. Hall, Smith and Marciszewska (2016) stated that with the increased competition between tourism suppliers this will influence the prices of tourism products. In result to the increased competition amongst tourism destinations this has lead the industry to be able to adapt to the constantly changing needs and desires of the tourists to satisfy their needs and meet their expectations and offer the highest added value products to tourists.

2.3 Tourism Impact
For some countries, the travel and tourism industry is one of the main industries that they rely on for the wealth and improvement of living quality of the area and its people. Some of the most obvious positive impacts that destinations have seen and benefited from the tourism industry is the development of its infrastructure and transport systems, also the tourism industry contributes significantly to the economy and GDP of the destination. The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 2016, described the tourism industry as one of the world’s most significant source of economic benefits, however the UNEP also defined the industry as ‘being complex involving numerous stakeholders sometimes with different interests’.

As well as having positive impacts on host destinations, the tourism industry is also seen as negatively impacting tourist destinations. According to France (1997) since the Second World War, the number of people who expect a holiday as a necessary part of their lives have increased. This suggests that when demand for holidays has risen, effects and impacts from the high demand started appearing and effecting host destinations. Gossling (2012) acknowledges the economic benefits and positive impacts that the industry has on destinations, however the author also recognises the strong negative social, cultural and environmental impacts of the industry on destinations.
There are many academic researches that have been carried out on the impacts of tourism. United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 2016, believe that tourism brings many changes in social, cultural, environmental and economic positions and can cause loss of indigenous identity and values. The UNEP report highlights the negative impacts that tourism brings to destinations, some of the main issues include standardisation, loss of authenticity, crime generation and damage to tourist facilities and attractions. It is important to understand the impacts that tourism brings to destinations to develop sustainability and ensure that it is maintained for long term of the destinations tourism industry. ‘Tourism cannot be blamed for economic, social and environmental deterioration caused by bad decisions rather than visitor impact’ (Hall and Lew, 1998, 75). This quote states that the relationship between tourism and other factors such as economic, social and environmental is vital as the quote suggests that the damage is taking place due to lack of plans, actions and policies for a growing industry such as the tourism industry. Gossling (2012) suggests that the key to develop and achieve sustainable tourism and control the impacts of tourism on destinations is planning and implementing effective management techniques. Both authors have suggested that effective planning is a vital step in developing and achieving sustainable tourism. Page (2014) also suggests that the key to managing tourism and transforming the damaging nature of tourism activity is sustainability.

2.4 Sustainable Tourism
As defined in the introduction sustainable tourism is all about meeting the needs of current generation without affecting future generations to meet theirs. ‘The concept of sustainability first came into public attention with the publication of the World Conservation Strategy in 1980’ (Hall and Lew, 1998, 2). The strategy’s main aim was to conserve the living resources in the face of major problems any destination may face such as pollution, environmental problems, loss of diversity and cultural heritage. The World Conservation Strategy defines conservation as ‘the management of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the greatest sustainable benefit to present generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of the future generations’ (Hall and Lew, 1998, 2).

UNWTO identified three main principles that need to be considered when developing tourism in a sustainable manner these are economic, social and environmental dimensions. ‘Sustainability principles refer to the environmental, economic, and social aspects of tourism development, and a sustainable balance must be established between the three dimensions to guarantee long-term sustainability’ (UNWTO, 2015). This quote highlights the importance of
the three dimensions, and that if one of these is missing sustainable tourism cannot be achieved.

Sustainability helps address issues such as employment, environmental damage caused by tourism, heritage and cultural loss, loss of place authenticity and many more issues. Pineda and Brebbia (2004) discuss tourism and sustainability and the forever changing demand and increase in tourism products. The authors recognise the impact of tourism on the destinations and the contribution that the industry makes to the destruction of natural and cultural environment. The authors explore the issues that are concerned with accomplishing environmental, social and economic sustainability of tourism.

Sustainable tourism has played an important part in identifying ways to maximise benefits of tourism industry and minimise and control the negative impacts of tourism on tourist destination. UNWTO 2015, reported that sustainable tourism maintains a high level of tourist satisfaction and ensures that tourists have a meaningful and unforgettable experience as well as educating them and raising their awareness about sustainable tourism. This indicates that as well as playing an important part in reserving resources for future generations, sustainable tourism provides high levels of tourist satisfaction.

2.5 Development of Sustainable Tourism
Nelson et al (1999) defines sustainable development in the context of tourism as ‘Tourism which is developed and maintained in an area (community or environment) in such a manner and at such a scale that it remains viable over an indefinite period and does not degrade or alter the environment in which it exists to such a degree that it prohibits the successful development and well-being of other activities and processes’. France (1997) states that sustainable development should not only preserve resources for the long term but also the development should maintain or increase productivity.

Mowforth and Munt (2008) clearly defined the differences between sustainable development and sustainable tourism and stated that they are not the same. They indicate that the tourism industry is growing and in order to maximise the benefits rather than the negative impacts, it is suggested that planning and development takes place. The authors also provide valuable insights into planning, monitoring, managing sustainable tourism effectively. The development of sustainable tourism can be achieved when all stakeholders within the industry work together. Stakeholders including the government, tourists, tourism organisations and many more. The authors stressed the importance of all stakeholders
working together to develop a more sustainable tourism industry and highlighted the importance of each stakeholder understanding their roles and knowing their responsibilities.

Hall and Lew (1998) have stated that defining and achieving sustainable development has become one of the major policy debates of our generation, France (1997) acknowledges the importance of sustainable development and that people are now more aware of their responsibility and the consequences of their actions towards future generations however, the author states that the difficulty in achieving sustainable tourism development lies in the decisions taken by people as they still intend to value their enjoyment and pleasure over other values. Gossling (2012) have stated some of the problems that are preventing the development of sustainable tourism. Some of the problems mentioned include no driver or imperative from the industry, the industry not working with academic researchers to understand the seriousness of the issue, denial from tourists and not understanding the need for sustainable development.

Harris, Williams and Griffin (1997) suggest that the idea of sustainable development is that economic growth and environmental conservation should not only be compatible, they are partners and one cannot exist without the other. This indicates that sustainable development cannot happen without the industry being profitable and bringing economic benefits to tourist destinations. Hall and Lew (1998) stated that in order to develop sustainable tourism effectively, the development requires many factors including patience, diligence and a long-term commitment. The development of sustainable tourism is vital for the survival of the industry.

2.6 Amman
According to Jordan Inbound Tour Operators Association (2010), the tourism industry has become a critical sector and an essential player for the development of Jordan’s economy and has contributed effectively to the economic growth. ‘Tourism in 2014 contributed 14 per cent of the country’s GDP’ (The National, 2015). The association also stated that the tourism industry in Jordan attracts tourists from all over the world, due to the diverse and wide range of tourism activities and offerings available.

Being the capital city of the country with the range of activities, attractions and facilities, the office of her majesty Queen Rania (2002) reported the ability of the tourism industry to compete with other strong tourism destinations in the region. This emphasis on the strong position that the Jordanian tourism industry has developed and maintained over the years. However, with the growth of the industry it is vital that Amman develops their sustainable
tourism to manage any challenges facing the industry. Queen Rania of Jordan desires to develop the tourism industry in a more sustainable manner, this is shown through her involvement in sustainable conferences and actions taken towards developing sustainable tourism to maintain resources. Walker and Firestone (2009) specified that Jordan is ahead of the game and are keen to maintain and reserve the country’s heritage and resources and are working with authorities to achieve a sustainable tourism industry.

2.7 Cardiff
Wales and specifically Cardiff is an emerging tourist destination. Wales online 2015, reported that the tourism industry is worth £4.2bn to Wales with Cardiff accounting for one quarter of the total. It was also reported that Cardiff alone accounts for more than £1bn of total spend by tourists in Wales, making Cardiff account for the highest tourist spend in Wales. Giving the size of the sector and its contributions and positive impacts on Cardiff, development for ways in which to maintain the growth of the industry is essential.

The city of Cardiff council 2015, reported that strategies have been put in place and developed to increase economic benefits to enable Cardiff to compete with leading UK destinations such as London. With the developed strategies to help position Cardiff as one of the leading UK destinations, the strategy is also considered with sustainability and the usage of resources available. ‘Cardiff is a sustainable travel city and continuously works to provide and improve the options which making choosing travel modes easy and a first choice for most trips’ (Cardiff.gov, 2016). With the adapted from the Cardiff Government, the strategy for future tourism involves the development of Cardiff as a more sustainable and distinctive destination.

2.8 Three Pillars of Sustainability
As Hall and Lew (1998) mentioned that the concept of sustainability first came into the public attention in 1980, since then sustainability has come a long way and many models and concepts have been developed to help develop the tourism industry more sustainably. Brebbia and Beriatos (2011) stated that there are many different concepts that have been developed to explain sustainability, however the three pillars model is the most popular one.
The three pillars of sustainability have been identified as a model relating to the concept of sustainability and sustainable development. Showing in figure two, the model is concerned with three main pillars which need to be considered when developing tourism sustainably. The model identifies three important aspects that help develop sustainable tourism. 'If any one pillar is weak than the system as a whole is unsustainable' (thwink, 2016). This quote suggests that to develop tourism sustainably the three pillars need to balance as if one aspect of the model is weak or ignored this will impact other aspects of the model.

Social sustainability is defined as ‘the ability of society or any social system to persistently achieve a good social and wellbeing’ (Circular energy, 2016). Achieving social sustainability is important to any tourist destination as it will ensure the wellbeing of the country can be maintained in the long term.

Environmental sustainability is defined as ‘the ability to maintain the qualities that are valued in the physical environment’ (Sutton, 2014). With the continuous growth of the tourism industry and environmental unsustainability there are a threat that the environment and resources cannot be reserved maintained for future users.

Economic sustainability is defined as ‘the capacity or an economic system to generate a constant and improving of its economical indicators’ (Sogesid, 2016). Social sustainability is concerned with the wellbeing of the destination and the economic benefits of the industry on destinations such as creating employment.

The researcher will be using the three pillars of sustainability model as a base when conducting primary research. Figure two shows the main aspects that need to be considered and focused on when conducting and collecting research.

Finally, present studies and research indicate that there is a lack and a gap in information on the topic of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff. Much of the research relating to
tourism, sustainable tourism development has focused on large and well-known tourist destinations. Moreover, there is a gap in information on the development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff. Therefore, this research project is valuable and helps with understanding sustainable tourism and the development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff.

2.9 Summary
This chapter has critically evaluated the wide range of literature surrounding the tourism industry and the development of sustainable tourism over the years. Also, this chapter includes the three pillars of sustainability model which will be used by the researcher to help with the collection of primary research.

Methodology is the next chapter, where the researcher will discuss the research approach which will be used to collect all the data needed for the project to achieve the aim and objectives of the research study.
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3.0 Methodology

3.1 Introduction
This chapter highlights the research relating to what methods will be applied to critically investigate the research topic and achieve the aim and objectives of the study. Research is not just a process of gathering information as it is also about answering unanswered questions and can be seen as a process of expanding the boundaries and exploring information (Goddard and Melville, 2004, 1). The methodology to research strategies that the researcher will use to investigate the relation between tourism and sustainable development and gather information are interviews and focus group. Finally, this chapter will include a discussion of ethical issues that the researcher will discuss and need to be consider while conducting research.

3.2 Primary Research and Secondary Research
When carrying out research there are two main types of data to be collected, primary and secondary. Primary research is the data which is collected by the researcher fresh and for the first time with specific research aims and objectives (Sahu, 2013, 63), where secondary research is data and other information that has already been collected by others and archived in some form and used by other users (Stewart and Kamins, 1993, 1).

As mentioning that primary research is new information about a chosen topic and specific objectives, the process of research needs planning as depending on type of information that needs to be collected different methods will be used. Primary research can be conducted through many ways including interviews, questionnaires, focus group and many more. (Sahu, 2013, 63). In terms of primary research the researcher will be conducting two in-depth interviews and a focus group to gather information and answers to unanswered questions about tourism and sustainability of both destinations. In-depth interviews and focus group where chosen by the researcher as they were found to be the most suitable in terms of gathering information needed for the research. Both methods will provide in depth information about the research topic.

Throughout the study secondary research will also be used. It is important to carry out secondary research as well as primary research as it reduces the risk of reinventing the wheel through not knowing what has already been researched before (Rugg and Petre, 2006, 32). This indicates that secondary research helps set work frame in terms of what information has already been done and sets a starting point for primary research, allowing the researcher to
identify any gaps in information. Secondary information on tourism and sustainable tourism is available in many different forms. The researcher will be using a variety of secondary data resources to gather relevant information related to tourism and the development on sustainable tourism ranging from government data, annual reports and the internet. This will help improve the researcher’s knowledge on sustainable tourism to carry on with the primary research process of the research study.

The researcher will use both primary and secondary data to answer the research question and a qualitative approach will be used through the two in depth interviews and focus group with tourism experts and people who visited and familiar with both destinations.

3.3 Qualitative Research
Qualitative and quantitative research are the two main approaches that can be adapted by researchers when conducting primary research to collect required data to achieve aims and objectives of the project. ‘Qualitative research is a set of research techniques used in which data are obtained from a relatively small group of respondents and not analysed with statistical techniques’ (Nykiel, 2007, 39). Where quantitative research uses numbers and statistical methods such as questionnaires and tends to be based on numerical measurements of a specific aspect (Thomas, 2003, 2). Both qualitative and quantitative research methods have their advantages and disadvantages and are used for different purposes and for different types of data collection.

Qualitative research is found to be the most suitable when collecting information for this research project as qualitative research helps provide an understanding of opinions, reasons and behaviour to a specific topic and can provide a richer and deeper insight to any problem and helps develop any ideas for developments. Where quantitative research is mostly concerned with statistical and numerical data. Therefore, qualitative research methods will allow the researcher to gather in-depth descriptive information and knowledge about sustainable tourism and tourism in both destinations. Qualitative data is collect through various methods, the most popular and common methods include interviews, focus groups and observation (Wisker, 2001, 164).

Qualitative data will be collected in the form of two semi structured interviews and a focus group. The main purpose of the interview and focus group is for the researcher to gather in-depth information about the research topic and cannot be gathered using other methods of research. The researcher feels that the two methods selected are the most suitable methods to gather as much information and knowledge as possible about sustainable tourism of both
Amman and Cardiff. Both methods the interview and focus group will allow for discussion which will help the researcher gather more information from participants. When carrying out qualitative research there are some factors that need to be considered such as ethics and sensitivities (Wisker, 2001, 166). The researcher will need to make sure that there are no sensitivities and have consideration for ethical issues in relation to the topics that will be discussed in both the interview and focus group.

3.4 Interviews

Interviews give the opportunity to meet the set aims and objectives of the research study by providing both detailed information and some background or other information related to the research topic (Wisker, 2001, 165). There are three models for interviews that exist as Wilkinson and Birmingham stated (2003) which are the unstructured interview, the semi-structured interview and the structured interview. For this research project, semi structured interviews are found to be the most suitable method to use as they are conducted in an open framework with a conversational two-way communication which can make the interview more comfortable for both the interviewer and interviewee. Semi-structured interviews allow the interviewer to direct the interview more closely but also as the interview is held in an informal setting this can allow for more information collection as the unformal setting can encourage the participant to be more open and respond to the questions in as much detail as they like.

The researcher will be conducting one face to face interview and one electronic interview with tourism experts who have knowledge in sustainable tourism and are aware of the sustainable tourism procedures and development in Amman and Cardiff. In-depth interviews will be used as they will enable the researcher to ask open ended questions which will help collect in depth qualitative data. The interviews will approximately be 1 hour in duration to allow the researcher to collect as much information as possible.

To anonymise the interviewees upon their request and their right to privacy, below is a table showing the codes that will be used in the study where the researcher will use when referring to the interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview one</td>
<td>Intvr one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview two</td>
<td>Intvr two</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Coding of the interview
### 3.5 Focus Group

‘Focus group is a form of qualitative method used to gather rich, descriptive data in small group format from participants who have agreed to focus on a topic of mutual interest’ (Wilkinson and Birmingham, 2003, 90). Focus groups are valuable when in-depth information is required, but also allows for in-depth information about how people feel about a certain topic or issue and their reasoning about why things are as they are (Bell and Waters, 2014, 183). A focus group will be conducted in a form of qualitative research with up to seven people who have visited and have knowledge on both destinations Amman and Cardiff. The researcher feels that one focus group with people who have knowledge and familiar with both destination is reasonable to gain efficient amount of qualitative data from the participants.

The focus group will take part in an informal setting which will make all the participants more comfortable with answering questions and expressing their opinion on tourism and sustainable tourism development. During the focus group, no closed questions will be used, only open questions so participants can express their opinion and encourage interaction and discussion between participants. All questions asked in the focus group will be related to the interview questions focusing on the three pillars of sustainability model to ensure that all questions asked are relevant to the research topic.

The table below shows the codes that will be used by the researcher when referring to any of the participants in the focus group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Group Code</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Participant 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Participant 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Participant 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Participant 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Participant 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Participant 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Coding of participants in focus group*

### 3.6 Sampling

Sampling can be defined as ‘the selection of subset of a population for inclusion in a study’ (Daniel, 2011, 1). When selecting interviewees to take part in the interviews, interviewees will be selected upon their knowledge in the tourism industry and specially in sustainable tourism. One tourism expert will be selected from each of Amman and Cardiff for the
researcher to gather all the information needed about the sustainable tourism in both destinations.

The focus group will consist of six people who were selected due to their familiarisation with both Amman and Cardiff. Participants in the focus group were also chosen as they are aware and have visited both destinations, which will allow the researcher to gather an appropriate amount of data to create a comparison between the two destinations. For the focus group, only adults over the age of 18 will take part in the focus group due to ethical purposes.

For all questions asked in both the interviews and focus group, the three pillars of sustainability model will be used to ensure that the questions are related to the topic and to allow the researcher to gather as much relevant information as possible.

3.7 Reliability and Validity
Reliability and validity are important factors that the researcher need to consider when collecting the necessary data needed for the research project to ensure consistency.

‘Reliability is the consistency of measurements of a concept, using an identical measurement procedure, and the replicability of the findings’ (Baumgarten, 2013, 4). The three pillars of sustainability model have been used as a base when creating questions for both the interviews and focus group to ensure consistency. Also for the study to be reliable and consistent all questions in either the interviews or focus groups will be open questions.

‘Validity in research involves determining the degree in which the researchers’ claims about knowledge corresponded to reality or researcher participant’s constructions to reality’ (Klenke, 2008 37). In terms of validity of the research all information collected from the interviews and focus group will be completed only by the participant to ensure that there is no influence on any of the answers given. However, the validity of any data collected from the interviews and focus group depends massively on the honesty and truthful of the participants towards the research topic.

3.8 Ethical Consideration
When conducting research for the project, it is important that the researcher considers ethical issues. ‘Research ethics have been a major issue since the Second World War, which triggered off insistence that all research should be ethical’ (Wisker, 2001, 125).

For the researcher to gather a wide range of information and opinions on sustainable tourism development participant will be a range of different ages, however no discrimination will be made towards any candidate participating in either the interviews or the focus group.
regarding age, sex, beliefs and any other personal characteristics. All participants must be over the age of 18 to be able to participate in the interviews and focus group. All participants have the right to anonymity and confidentially through the research process. Confidentiality is that the participant will not be presented in identifiable form, while anonymity is that the researcher does not have the right to indicate which response came from which participant (Bell and Waters, 2014, 51).

‘Ethics committees play an important part in ensuring that no badly designed or harmful research is permitted’ (Bell and Waters, 2014, 49). Before any research takes place, the researcher will prepare information sheets, consent forms for participants and a list of questions that will be asked in the interviews and focus group. All documents will go through the ethics committee and must be approved to ensure that they comply with the ethical protocol of the university.

3.9 Summary
This chapter has clearly identified and explained the research approach that the research will adopt when conducting the primary research needed. As mentioned the researcher has chosen to carry out two interviews and a focus group with tourism experts and people who are familiar with both destinations Amman and Cardiff, to be able to compare the standards of sustainability of the two destinations.

Results and discussion is the next chapter. In this chapter, the researcher presents the results from the interviews and focus group assessing the findings and the standards of sustainability and sustainable tourism procedures in Amman and Cardiff. This will be followed by a discussion of the findings and their linkage to existing literature to assess whether the new information collected challenges the existing data.
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4.0 Results and Discussion

4.1 Introduction
This chapter will present and discuss the results the researcher has collected by the means of two in-depth semi-structured interviews and focus group during the collection of primary data for this research project. The qualitative data for this project was collected through two main methods interviews and focus group. The interviews consisted of questions regarding sustainably and sustainable tourism offering in Amman and Cardiff. The researcher used the three pillars of sustainability model as a tool to determine the different aspects that needed to be covered in the interviews. All questions asked in the interview were open ended questions to encourage the interviewees to maximise their contribution and engage to provide their knowledge and opinion.

For the focus group the researcher used the questions for the interviews as a base to establish which areas needed to be investigated in the focus group from the point of view of tourists. The questions asked in the focus group were very much alike those asked in the interviews with the use of the three pillars of sustainability model.

The data collected from both the interviews and focus group will be analysed, discussed and presented separately as they provide knowledge, opinion and perspective from different individuals. During the interviews and focus group themes came clearer some of which the researcher has expected. The analysis of the data collected will enable the researcher to achieve the set aim by determining whether the standards of sustainability differ from one destination to another.

4.2 Semi-structures interviews data introduction
The content of the literature review provided an insight into the development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff. Both semi-structured interviews allowed the researcher to gain deeper knowledge and insight into the topic, by addressing what the interviewees think about the current standards of sustainable tourism available to tourists in Amman and Cardiff in addition to addressing the current development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff and the challenges the development is facing. These semi-structured interviews will be conducted with two knowledgeable tourism experts one from each destination was selected to be interviewed. For consistency and reliability, the same questions were asked in both interviews however the questions were tailored to the destination the interviewee was associated and interviewed about. For anonymity purposes the names of the two
interviewees will not be mentioned during the results and discussion chapter and they will be referred to as Intvr one and Intvr two. The transcripts of both interviews are found in appendix four and five.

4.2.1 Semi-structured interviews data and discussion
With the second objective of the research project to investigate what sustainable procedures and standards Amman and Cardiff have in place. The researcher started both interviews with generic questions regarding name of organisation, years working for organisation and level of study to gain more information about the interviewees and make them more comfortable.

The first question asked in the interviews was if the tourism industry is considered a priority sector by the government in terms of development in both destinations Amman and Cardiff. This question was asked in the interviews to help the researcher determine and assess the importance of the tourism industry to Amman and Cardiff government.

‘I do, I think the Welsh Assembly government do strongly recognise the value of tourism in Wales’ – Intvr one

‘Yes, the tourism industry is one of the priority sectors in Jordan and specifically to its capital Amman. The industry is valued by the Jordanian government as it is one of the main contributors to the economy and a major employer’. – Intvr two

From responses given to the question it became clear to the researcher that both destinations value their tourism industry and its importance in terms of the benefits that it brings to the destination as Intvr two stated that the tourism industry in Amman is a major employer and contributor to its economy. This supports the information presented in the literature review where the Jordanian Inbound Tour Operators Association (2010) stated that the tourism industry has become a critical sector and essential industry and player for the development of Jordan. Intvr one responded as to a certain extent yes sustainable tourism offering needs to be developed.

To determine the current levels of sustainability and sustainable tourism offering that are currently available to tourists, the second question asked by the researcher was ‘in terms of sustainable tourism offering, do they need to be developed further and why?’. Both interviewees responded to this as yes, the sustainable tourism offering needs to be developed further in Amman and Cardiff, Intvr two stated:

‘I feel that there are limited sustainable options available and being offered to tourists to engage in’ – Intvr two
Intvr two then expanded on their answer to state why there needs to be further development of the industry. Some of the reasons mentioned was the lack of attention and importance sustainable tourism is receiving and the few tourism providers that are aware and have developed and adapted a sustainable approach. This came to no surprise as the researcher is familiar with Amman and was expecting similar responses.

Following from why the tourism industry needs to be developed, the researcher moves on to question the interviewees about their opinion on what they believe the biggest challenges facing the tourism industry and particularly the development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff.

‘I think it is an ongoing challenge to encourage businesses to adopt and implement sustainable policies. There is also a challenge with understanding and knowledge in terms of what sustainability is and how it can be implemented and how it is seen as an ongoing business and destination practise.’ – Intvr one

Intvr two gave a similar response to Intvr one and stated that lack of knowledge and awareness of the issue is one of the main challenges facing the development of sustainable tourism. Another challenge that Intvr two stated is getting the government, tourism providers and other stakeholders to collaborate and work together to develop sustainable tourism successfully. This coincide with Mowforth and Munt (2008) where they highlighted the importance of all stakeholders working together to achieve successful development of sustainable tourism and understanding their roles and knowing their responsibilities.

The next few questions asked were to determine whether tourism providers such as tour operators and other tourism business are taking steps to improve the overall performance and sustainability of their operations. These questions were also asked to assess business awareness and to establish if tourism businesses are concerned with the outcomes and consequences of their operations as well as making tourism products available to tourists and making a profit. When the researcher asked this, the responses received were as follows:

‘I think they are some significant organisations such as the national museum of wales, Cardiff Castle, the millennium stadium and Techniquest all have policies in place supporting the environment and community so I think that attractions are progressive on that level. Hotels and from an environmental point of view there is an increase in recognition from the point of view of water usage and energy usage.’ – Intvr one

This shows that tourist attractions have seen the most development and adoption of a sustainable approach. Intvr one expanded on their answer to add that hotels are now becoming more aware and following on what tourist attractions have developed and developing ways in which they can minimise their impact on the environment by monitoring
water usage, using energy efficient systems and recycling waste. St. David’s hotel was mentioned as an example of a hotel that is taking a sustainable approach.

Intvr two added that tourism businesses and providers in Amman are not taking account of sustainability issues in the products that they are offering to tourists and this is due to lack of awareness which leads to lack of demand from customers. The researcher was expecting similar answers and was not surprised.

Following on from the previous question the researcher asked the interviewees whether they feel that the principles of sustainability economic, environmental and social factors are being considered when developing sustainable tourism. This question was asked to assess the importance of sustainability principles and whether they are being used and measured. Intvr two stated the importance of sustainability principles by adding:

‘Sustainability principles are vital factors that need to be considered and used when developing tourism effectively’. – Intvr two.

‘It is difficult to assess because it is not law there is now law to say to businesses that they have to act or develop their businesses in a certain way’. – Intvr one

When Intvr one was asked the same question, the response was that it is hard to assess or state that the principles of sustainability are being used in planning and development to ensure effective development.

After questioning about the principles of sustainability in general. The researcher moved on to question about the three pillars of sustainability to gain deeper information of each pillar. The researcher questions about how practising sustainable tourism can bring positive impacts in terms of social factors.

‘This helps organisations with treating everyone fairly and only bringing positive impacts to the community and its people’. – Intvr two

Intvr one related their answer to specifically visitor attractions and stated:

‘In terms of visitor attractions there is an education value people learning about the culture, the environment, heritage or history depending on the type of the visitor attraction’. – Intvr one

The researcher than moved on to the second pillar and questioned about the environment and how sustainable tourism can help minimise the negative impacts of tourism on destinations. Adapting a sustainable approach will reduce the negative impacts caused by tourism activates such as Co2 emission, hotel energy and water usage. One example
mentioned by Intvr one is hotels and how they can achieve successful sustainability management by having efficient energy and water polices as well as waste management.

The next question asked by the researcher is regarding the third and final principal. The researcher asked how can practising sustainable tourism positively affect the local economy in Amman and Cardiff. Adapting a sustainable approach will positively impact the destination and in terms of economy and sustainable tourism will bring many positive impacts.

The next question asked was to determine how important academic knowledge and whether it is considered an important element when developing sustainable tourism.

‘Education is a key and the more of managers, senior managers have that knowledge the more they are likely to push the implementation in the business or in the public sector. Sometimes there are people that work in tourism and the public sector they haven’t always got tourism degrees where this leads to a gap in their knowledge’. – Intvr one

‘Academic knowledge is vital when developing the tourism industry. Those with knowledge about the topic of sustainability are able to develop and be more successful with the implementation than those with little knowledge about the topic’. – Intvr two

From both answers, it was clear to the researcher how important knowledge is when developing tourism. It also became clearer that knowledge will have an influence and effect on handling, planning and implementation of the issue. Being knowledgeable and aware of the issue will lead to providing best practise and innovative ways and ideas in which to develop the industry.

Linked to the pervious question, the researcher moved on to question the interviewees if they believe that recently there is an increase in awareness and demand for sustainable tourism from tourists. The researcher asked this question to establish to what extent people are aware of the products they purchase and made available to them.

‘From tourists, yes but there is still a long way to go’ – Intvr one

‘As people become more aware of the causes and consequences of their actions this gradually will influence the way they may think or the way they engage with tourism products and activities’. – Intvr two

These responses indicate that tourists now are becoming more aware and with the development of the industry and the emergence of all the different types of tourism, people have better awareness and demand for certain products. Also, people now are also more conscious about of their actions.
The next question asked about what areas of sustainability Amman and Cardiff are strongest and weakest at.

‘In Cardiff, there are lots and lots of small businesses for example all the different arcades and all the individual types of ships I think there is a lot of actions which is supporting sustainability principles and I think that is very strong’ – Intvr one

and then added that ‘I would say transport is the weakest’ – Intvr one

‘Very little attention is paid towards sustainability and its development. Another major weakness is the transport system in Amman’. – Intvr two

From this question, a theme came apparent in both destinations. Intvr one and Intvr two started that the transport system is the weakest element in Amman and Cardiff. The respond regarding Amman’s areas of sustainability that Amman is strongest at was not very positive.

Another question was asked regarding knowledge and awareness. The researcher asked whether participants feel that people need to be better educated and made aware of sustainable tourism. Both interviewees stressed how important knowledge is and that people need to have better awareness of the topic maybe through education.

‘Education of tourists and local people and awareness of sustainability and sustainable tourism is vital. Educating people about the topic and improving their knowledge will certainly effect their decisions whether they are tourists or people working within the industry’. – Intvr two

‘Yes, I think that the education of this topic should be on going, ongoing in schools in particular as there is a lot that schools can do’. – Intvr one

The researcher then moved on to ask both interviewees what the main issues that they feel are preventing Cardiff and Amman from implementing sustainable tourism successfully. Once again lack of knowledge and awareness was brought up in the responses to this question. An issue that Intvr two brought up is the lack of guidance and help for tourism businesses and other businesses in Amman is with adapting a sustainable approach. To face those challenges more work needs to be done to encourage businesses, local councils to work together. The response received to this question is supported by the literature review where Gossling (2012) stated some of the problems and issues that are preventing successful development and implementation of sustainable tourism, some of the issues included no driver or imperative from the industry which what was stated by Intvr two. Another issues were the industry not
working with academic researcher to understand the seriousness of the issue, this also links to knowledge and not understanding the need for the development.

To end the interview the final question asked by the researcher was ‘can you give any actions that can be taken to make tourists more aware of sustainability issues to influence their activities?’ Both interviews confirmed that businesses play an important role in making tourists more aware of sustainability.

‘Tourism businesses can provide tourists and make it easier for them to assess and have a wide range of opportunities to engage in sustainable tourism.’ – Intvr two

‘Business shouting out more loudly about what they do and how the customers are supporting those business principles by buying their products and what that creates in terms of sustainability benefits’ – Intvr one

This indicates that businesses play a significant role in making people aware of sustainability issues as well as planning and developing their business for a sustainable approach.

4.2.2 Summary
To summarise the research conducted in the form of semi-structured interviews with individuals who are very knowledgeable in the tourism industry. Valuable data was gathered from Intvr one and Intvr two to help the researcher with the comparison of sustainable tourism procedures and offering in Amman and Cardiff. From looking at the data gathered from both interviews it became clear to the researcher that Cardiff is head of Amman in terms of sustainable tourism development, however sustainable offering has not yet been fully developed. It also came clear to the researcher that effective planning, development and implantation of sustainability is one of the main challenges shared between Amman and Cardiff. Both Intvr one and Intvr two stressed the importance of knowledge and the vital role that it plays in both the development of sustainable and the awareness of the issue to people.

4.3 Focus group data introduction
In addition to the interviews that the researcher conducted additional data collection was required, this took form as a focus group which was found to be the most suitable by the researcher to gather in-depth information from participants about sustainability in Amman and Cardiff. The focus group was held with six participants all of which the researcher had good contacts with through friends and family. All participants were selected due to their familiarisation with both destinations Amman and Cardiff. For Anonymity purposes, the names of participants in the focus group will not be mentioned at any time during the project.
and they are recognised as P1, P2, P3 and so on. The full transcript of the focus can be found in appendix six.

### 4.3.1 Focus group data and discussion

The researcher started the focus group with asking participants what they understand by the term sustainable tourism. This question was asked to establish whether the participants had an idea of what the term sustainability means. In chapter two France (1997) recognised that people are now becoming more aware of sustainable tourism. This was confirmed and made clear to the researcher when all six participants had a good idea of what the term means and what it is concerned with. This showed that people are now aware of the term and know what sustainability is about. The researcher was surprised and was not expecting all participants to know what sustainability means.

The second question was for participants to share their views and opinion on what is the biggest challenges facing the tourism industry. Responds to this question varied as each participant had their own opinion on what they felt the biggest challenges are. Some of the response were as follows:

- ‘The high competition between tourism companies and the growth of the industry is faster than adopting an environmentally friendly approach or developing sustainable tourism’ – P1

- ‘Lack of support from stakeholders to develop sustainable tourism such as finding bodies and the government and bringing them to work together’ – P5

Other challenges mentioned by the participants included lack of knowledge about the topic and attitudes towards the development in addition to the high competition between tourist destinations and tourism providers to provide appealing and affordable products to tourists and ignoring aspects that might harm the destination. Lack of knowledge was also mentioned as a challenge by Intvr one and Intvr two. This suggests that knowledge in the subject from the point of view of tourists and tourism businesses needs to be developed.

Academic knowledge and its importance was the topic of the next question asked. This question was asked by the researcher to assess the importance of academic knowledge when developing sustainable tourism. As well as this question being asked in the interviews, the researcher asked in the focus group to see if focus group participants agree with Intvr one and Intvr two that academic knowledge is important. The researcher was not surprised with the answers to this question as knowledge is an important factor in every part of life and not just
in the tourism industry. All six participants agreed that it is vital to have academic knowledge. Some of the responses included:

‘Yes, it is really important that people have good academic knowledge in tourism and sustainable tourism development as this will reflect upon their decisions and actions’. – P1

‘As tourism and travelling is a huge part of our lives today, having knowledge in it is vital and teaching about this matter in education and its consequences on the resources will eventually have an impact on those who have grown up taught about sustainability’. – P5

The next question asked by the researcher was to establish if when travelling people consider the environmental, social and economic impacts as consequences. The purpose of this question was to see if people take responsibility of their actions when travelling. Answers to this question varied from participants some answered as yes and others said no and stated that they are more concerned with getting cheaper deals and are more concerned with things such as hotels, flights, attractions and activities to take part in the destination. Other participants stated that not having many options open to them doesn’t really give them the option to consider these factors when travelling.

‘When looking to book a holiday or any tourism products, not many tour operators or any other tourism providers offer options that consider the sustainability of the destinations and speaking of Amman I don’t feel that there are any options to choose from when it comes to sustainability’. – P3

From P3 response it became clear to the researcher that people do try to look for sustainable tourism alternatives however tourism business and providers have not yet fully developed their businesses and products to offer tourists sustainable options. This leads to people going ahead with what is available to them regardless to the consequences of those options.

For the researcher to compare between the two destinations, the next question asked was about the main differences that the participants feel are between Amman and Cardiff in terms of sustainable tourism options which are available to the tourists. From this question, a few themes came apparent from the responses given by the participants. One the main themes is that all participants agreed on that both destinations are working on developing their tourism industry more sustainably however the main difference is that sustainable development is valued more in Cardiff by tourism businesses and government more than Amman.
‘I feel that businesses and people here in Cardiff have better knowledge of sustainability and sustainable tourism than Amman and are trying to contribute to make the tourism industry more sustainable’ – P3

‘In Cardiff hotels and certain tourism businesses are taking sustainable more serious and are adapting a sustainable approach unlike most tourism providers in Amman are not aware or helping to develop sustainable tourism. I am only aware of major attractions such as Petra that have developed sustainable tourism’. – P5

From both responses, it was clear to the researcher that Cardiff’s sustainable tourism offering is developed more than Amman’s, however it has not yet been fully developed.

For the researcher to determine which of the two destination Amman or Cardiff promotes sustainability more effectively to tourists, a question about this was asked to the participants. The responses to this question were divided into two where four of the participants agreed that Cardiff promotes sustainability more effectively than Amman, where P1 and P2 agreed that both destinations are proud and value their tourism industry and promote it to the best of their ability.

The researcher followed on from the previous question to ask participants about their opinion in how successful both Amman and Cardiff are in providing opportunities for tourists to engage in sustainable tourism. From responses given by the participants it was clear to the researcher that Cardiff offers more opportunities for tourists to get involved in sustainable tourism and that there are very few and limited opportunities for tourists to engage in in Amman.

‘Outside Amman in major tourist attractions in Jordan such as Petra and Wadi Rum sustainable and responsible tourism is promoted. I am aware of tour operators that offer tours which promote sustainable tourism and allows tourists to contribute and positively impact on the environment and the economy of Jordan’. – P6

This indicates that although Amman is the capital city of Jordan, it has not yet fully adapted a sustainable approach, where famous attractions as mentioned by P6 such as Petra and Wadi Rum have.

The next question asked was what areas of sustainability do the participants feel that Amman and Cardiff are strongest at. The majority of participants responded and agreed that one strength both Amman and Cardiff share is the awareness and recognition that the tourism industry needs to be developed in a sustainable way in order to maximise the positive impacts and control the negative ones. Another response that the participants agreed on is that both destinations value their tourism industry and recognise the positive impacts that it brings to
the economy and are being innovative and inventing new ways in which the industry can be
developed further in a sustainable way. Other participants stated the following:

‘Cardiff has an efficient and sustainable transport system including walking and
cycling’ – P5

‘Speaking about Jordan in general and not specifically Amman, the major tourist
attractions such as Wadi Rum, Petra and Aqaba have sustainable tourism tours
available for tourists’ – P4

From the responses stated above it became clear to the researcher that both destinations are
trying to develop and adopt a sustainable approach however effective planning and
implantation is required from both the government and tourism businesses to develop
sustainable tourism successfully.

The researcher expanded and followed on from the previous question, to questioning the
participants about what areas of sustainability they feel that Amman and Cardiff are weakest
at. This question was asked to help the researcher with the recommendation making for
chapter five. Responses to this also varied from participants. Different responses were given
from participants regarding this question. Responses ranged from lack of support from
government, lack of knowledge to ineffective promoting of sustainable tourism.

‘Both Amman and Cardiff need to focus on developing the different aspects of the
tourism industry including hotels, transport systems and other factors and not just
focusing on main tourist attractions’ – P5

This response from P1 was backed up by another participant where it was stated as follows:

‘Sustainable tourism has been developed in major tourist attractions in Jordan
however in Amman as a city very little is done and further development is needed’. –
P6

Finally, to finish the focus group the researcher asked participants whether they feel that they
have responsibility to help and make a difference in terms of environmental, social and
economic factors. All participants agreed that they have responsibly in making a positive
impact on tourism destinations in terms of the three pillars environmental, social and
economic factors. Some of the responses the researcher received include:

‘Yes, however with the limited options that we can go for in terms of tourism products
in Amman we have no choice’ – P2

‘Yes, however with the limited options available to get involved in sustainable tourism
in Amman there isn’t much choice other than going aged with the usual tourism
products and tourism providers. If sustainable tourism were developed further I would
definitely be considering options that would benefit the destination even if I had to pay
a little extra’. – P3
From some participant responses, the researcher could establish that even though they are aware of sustainability and the responsibility that they have they sometimes forget about their responsibilities when engaging in tourism activities. Also with regards to the limited options available for tourists in Amman this supports what Intvr two stated when asked about sustainable tourism offering in the interviews.

‘Yes, however we or I personally tend to forget about all the responsibilities that I have when I’m on holiday’. – P6

4.3.2 Summary
To summarise the research conducted by the researcher in the form of a focus group of individuals that have visited and familiar with both Amman and Cardiff. Opinion, knowledge, experience and views on the development of sustainable tourism and sustainable tourism offering in Amman and Cardiff was discussed where it became clear that people are now more aware of sustainable tourism. Having said that people are now becoming more aware of sustainable tourism offering from the focus group people feel that they have limited options to involve in Amman and a few more options in Cardiff however very little is done to encourage tourists to engage in sustainable tourism. Participants felt that Cardiff offers more opportunities for tourists to engage in sustainable tourism than Amman yet there is still need for development with the increase in demand for tourism products and services. This was also shown in the data collected from Intvr one and Intvr two.

4.4 Comparative results of interviews and focus group
From the primary research conducted and after data analysis and discussion. The researcher will now compare between all the data collected from the interviews and focus group to determine how the standards and procedures of sustainability differ from one destination to another.

From the findings and data presented and discussed in 4.2 and 4.3 in the fourth chapter it came clear to the researcher that the standards of sustainability differ from Amman to Cardiff. As well as standards differing the development of the industry and implementation also differs from one tourist destination to another. Through the primary research conducted and the analysis of data collected the researcher established main differences between the two destination. As well as establishing the differences in sustainability offering, standards and procedures in Amman and Cardiff through the data gathered the researcher was also able to find similar themes and issues in both destinations.

From the analysis of the results, the researcher can argue that sustainable tourism is more developed in Cardiff and offers tourists more opportunities to involve in sustainable tourism
offerings. This was shown and made clear through the information gathered in the interviews and focus group. This was mentioned more than once by the participants in the focus group and stated and referred to the sustainability offerings as being very limited in Amman.

Cardiff as a destination has come a long way and developed its offering including sustainable tourism. With the need for further development sustainable tourism polices and standards in Cardiff are progressive and well developed compared to Amman. Businesses in Cardiff value and have better understanding of sustainability and sustainable development more than those in Amman. This is due to lack of knowledge, support and guidance from the government.

With Cardiff, there are development plans released by Cardiff council regarding sustainable development and it is made clear to both the public and private sector the importance and benefits of development, where Amman the researcher was unable to find any official development plans concerning sustainability and the development of the issue.

One major issue that both Amman and Cardiff share and was brought up by participants in the focus group as well as interviewees is the lack of knowledge of the issue in both destinations. While people in Cardiff are more aware of the issue, in Amman the subject of sustainability is not significantly extensive and has little interest from tourism providers and people in Amman. Even though research indicated that the people of Cardiff are more aware of sustainability and sustainable tourism however there still further actions need to be taken to educate people about sustainability to improve their knowledge and awareness.

While there are development plans for both destinations to develop their tourism industry and make it more sustainable. It is important that effective planning is needed as well as knowledge in the industry. This links to Hall and Lew (1998) where they stated that to develop sustainable tourism effectively the development requires knowledge, patience, diligence and a long-term commitment.

4.5 The Three Pillars of Sustainability model
From using the model for the primary data collection and after collecting and analysing all data from the primary research, the researcher feels that the model was fit for purpose. The model underpins the three most important aspects in which organisations need to develop and work on to ensure successfully development of sustainable tourism. The use of the model allowed the researcher to have a clear understanding of the main factors and aspects that needed investigation surrounding the topic of sustainability. To ensure the best practice of the model organisations should consider all three pillars of sustainability to ensure and
achieve an effective and efficient outcome. All three economic, social and environment factors need to balance for organisations to achieve successful sustainability.

4.6 Summary
This chapter has summarised the findings of the primary research that was conducted by the researcher through both the interviews and focus group. The researcher discussed the effectiveness of the three pillars of sustainability model upon usage for primary data collected. The full qualitative research conducted by the researcher can be found in appendix 4, 5 and 6.

The next chapter will conclude the whole project and establish whether the aim and objectives have been achieved. Additionally, the next chapter will include the main findings of the project as well as providing recommendations and any limitations of the project.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and recommendations

5.0 Conclusion and recommendations

5.1 Introduction
5.0 Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1 Introduction
This chapter will conclude the researcher’s findings from all the research gathered from the literature review to the primary information gathered. The researcher will look back at the aims and objectives outlined in the introduction chapter and establish whether the aims and objectives set were achieved. This chapter will also include an evaluation of the research
project, giving any limitations of the project, any contribution made to theory and final recommendations as to how the study could be improved.

5.2 Aims and Objectives
At the start of this research project the researcher has set aim and objectives to be achieved by the end and completion of the project, as identified in chapter one. When carrying out this research project the researcher has achieved the set aim which was to discover and investigate the different standards of sustainability that Jordan and the UK have in place. The researcher has achieved the aim of the project through completing the set objectives which were initially set by the researcher at the start of the project.

The first objective set by the researcher was to critically review the literature surrounding the topic of sustainability and sustainable tourism in Jordan and the UK. This objective was achieved by the researcher and can be found in second chapter.

The second objective was to investigate what sustainable tourism procedures and standards Amman and Cardiff already have in place, by conducting semi-structured interviews with sustainability experts from both destinations. The researcher has achieved this by conducting in-depth semi-structured interviews with two knowledgeable tourism experts, where in-depth and valuable data on the topic was collected by the researcher. The data collected and results of these interviews can be found in chapter four.

The third objective was to assess the impact of sustainability on both destinations and tourists by using qualitative data. The researcher has achieved this by conducting a focus group with people who are familiar and have visited both destinations to provide accurate and relevant information relating to the research topic. The results of the focus group can be found in chapter four.

The final and forth objective was to make recommendations based on findings for both Amman and Cardiff of how to improve and develop tourism more sustainably. This will be achieved in this chapter where the researcher will be making recommendations for future and further research into sustainability and sustainable tourism and identifying the limitations of the research project.

5.3 Main findings
The results of this research project support and show that standards of sustainability differ from one destination to another. From the data gathered on Amman and Cardiff, the results showed several important findings firstly the lack of knowledge and awareness of sustainability from both tourism providers and tourist which was shown and noted in both the
interviews and focus group. The findings also made it obvious due to limited sustainable options, unsuccessful development and lack of knowledge demand from tourists for sustainable tourism is not great. Secondly it was clear to the researcher that in terms of sustainable development Cardiff is developed further and developed its sustainable offerings more than Amman and offers tourists more opportunities to engage in sustainable tourism. Another main finding from the data collected regarding Amman’s sustainable tourism is that major tourist attractions have adapted a sustainable approach however the city itself needs to follow on and develop this is shown in both the interview and focus group discussion where.

5.4 Contribution to theory
This research project contributes to knowledge through the new research that has been conducted specifically regarding sustainable tourism standards and procedures and sustainable tourism development in Amman and Cardiff. While the tourism industry is developing other aspects and types of tourism are emerging and developing such as sustainable tourism. The researcher’s contribution to knowledge is the findings of this project which identified that different destinations will have different tourism standards and procedures as well as different methods of developing their tourism industry.

5.5 Limitations of the research
Although the research has achieved the set aim and objectives, there were some limitations in the process of completing this research project. The researcher feels that there were limited resources available surrounding the topic of sustainably and sustainable development in Amman. The researcher feels another limitation was the short period of time that was given for the project to be completed by alongside other work and university responsibilities the researcher had. Finally, although using qualitative methods for primary data collection was beneficial in the means of gathering valuable data, the data collected was more difficult to analyse as the information collected was descriptive and more time consuming.

5.6 Recommendations
This recommendations section is divided into two, where the researcher provides recommendations that should be considered and implemented into the research study for future research and if the project were to be taken again. In addition, the researcher will also make recommendations based on findings of the research conducted in terms of how to improve the development of sustainable tourism. If the researcher were to do this project again, the researcher would:
• Use a larger number of participants when carrying out interviews and conduct more than one focus group to gather as much data as possible to gain a wider and deeper scope of opinions and knowledge on the topic from individuals.
• Conduct pilot interviews and focus group to assess the effectiveness of questions in order to gain more focused answers relating to the topic. As with both methods open ended questions are asked where it is easier for participants change the main subject of the discussion.
• Do more research surrounding the topic to ensure that there is enough information and resources to be used for the project.

The following recommendations are made based on findings to improve the development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff:

• Increase public and business awareness of sustainability and its importance in today’s generation and to the tourism industry.
• Encourage the government to be more involvement in the development and implementation of sustainable tourism. Government needs to provide support and innovative ways to encourage tour operators, accommodation providers, tourist attraction and other tourism businesses and providers to work together for the development of a more sustainable industry.
• Develop formal law or regulation regarding sustainable development. Where tourism businesses are required to have a certain level or sustainability policies that they follow.
• Embrace sustainable tourism as a significant component of the tourism industry in both Amman and Cardiff.
• Recognise the long-term benefits of adapting a sustainable approach and the important part that it plays in today’s generation.

5.7 Summary
This conclusion chapter has summarised the aim and objectives that the researcher has achieved as the result of the completion of this research project. Primary research used enabled the comparison between the two destinations. This revealed significant difference in sustainable tourism offering between Cardiff and Amman. Both the literature review and primary research identified that sustainable tourism is a major growth area within the tourism industry.
In this research project the researcher has compared the sustainable tourism procedures in Amman and Cardiff. It was clear to the researcher that sustainable tourism procedures differ from one destination to another and this may be due to many factors such as knowledge, awareness and more.

Although arguments and research regarding the development of sustainable tourism in Amman and Cardiff it was clear that Cardiff has more sustainable tourism policies in place and is developed more in terms of sustainable tourism offering more than Amman. For Amman to develop its industry further a recommendation is to adopt a similar tourism development and a sustainable development approach to Cardiff and move forward to further development on those bases.
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Sustainable Tourism: Do standards of sustainability differ from one country to another? A comparative study of sustainable tourism in Jordan and the UK. A case study of Amman and Cardiff.

Project summary
The main purpose of this research study is to investigate the different standards of sustainability and sustainable tourism that Jordan and the UK have in place and available to tourists. Your participation will enable the collection of data, which will form part of a study being undertaken at Cardiff Metropolitan University.

Why have you been asked to participate?
You have been asked to participate because you fit the profile of the population being studied: that is you are above the age of 18 and have knowledge in sustainable tourism and familiar with Amman and Cardiff. During the interview you will be asked questions regarding sustainability and tourism of the destination that you are familiar with. Your participation in the interview is entirely voluntary and you have the right to withdraw at any time.

Project risks
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### SEMI STRUCTUDED INTERVIEWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of semi structures interview</th>
<th>Discussed</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thank participant for taking part and introduce myself and the project title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask participant for approval to use recording systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask participant to sign and acknowledge consent form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask back ground information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Name of organisation working for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Respondent position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Years working for organisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Level of study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In terms of sustainable tourism procedures that are put in place, do you feel that they need to be developed further and why?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss social factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can practicing sustainable tourism bring positive affect in terms of social factors?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss environmental factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can sustainable tourism help minimise negative impacts of tourism on the destination?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss economic factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can practising sustainable tourism positively affect the locals in both destinations?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss the importance of academic knowledge on sustainable tourism.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Do you consider academic knowledge is an important element while successfully developing sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you feel that people need to be better educated and made aware of sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the current trends in sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In your opinion what are the biggest challenges for sustainable tourism today? And what are the main opportunities for development of sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOCUS GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of focus group</th>
<th>Discussed</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome all the participants and introduce myself and the project and what the project aims and objectives.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make sure that everyone has signed a consent form.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask for approval for recording system.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you understand by sustainability and sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) In your opinion what is the biggest challenge facing the tourism industry and in particular sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Do feel that academic knowledge is an important element when developing sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Have you ever considered the environmental, social and economic impacts as consequences of your travel?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Being familiar and having travelled to both destinations, what is the main difference in terms of sustainable options available to tourists?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Being familiar with both Amman and Cardiff, in your opinion which destination promotes sustainability more effectively?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) In your opinion how successful are both destinations Amman and Cardiff in providing opportunities to engage in sustainable tourism?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) In what areas of sustainability would you say Amman and Cardiff are strongest at?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) In what areas of sustainability would you say Amman and Cardiff are weakest at?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Do you feel that you have responsibility to help make a difference in terms of environmental, social and economic factors?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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